
Låks Framesaw
– for easy and profitable sawmilling

Låks 500    Låks 330    Log Wizard

Enkel och  
lönsam sågning



The Låks Framesaw gives you the 

highest recovery from your sawing 

operation. That is because of very 

high accuracy and the limited loss of 

wood, only 2,3 mm kerf.

Låks Frame
saw gives 

you the best 
profitability

Låks Framesaw is easy to operate 

– one person can manage to produce 

up to four cubic meter of sawn wood 

per hour.

The saw blades are tipped with 

Stellite® which gives them a very 

long lifetime. The framesaw method 

gives a very straight saw cut, and 

the smooth and even saw surface 

combined with the high dimensional 

accuracy will reduce the need for 

further machining to a minimum.

The robust construction using mainly 

standard components means service 

and repair costs will be low. Low 

power demand further contributes to 

cost effective sawmilling.



Our products
We have two models of framesaw, 

Låks Framesaw 330 and Låks 

Framesaw 500. We also handle 

the marketing and sales of the Log 

Wizard, which transforms your 

chain saw into a planer, cutter and 

debarker.     

World wide
Låks framesaws are found in all 

continents. USA, Russia, Mexico, 

Tasmania, Tanzania and Great 

Britain are some of the countries 

where our products are used.

Fulfils a need
Låks framesaws are ideal for 

the smaller processor who needs 

to produce a few dimensions in 

large quantities. We can help this 

type of sawmill raise productivity 

significantly.

History
Låks Mekaniska was founded 

1984. Since the beginning of 1990 

the company has developed and 

produced Låks framesaws for the 

small scale wood industry.

Låks 330 Log Wizard

Låks 500



“One of the big benefits with Låks Framesaws 

is the huge production capacity. Because of the 

automatic block feed I can produce three to four 

cubic meters of sawn boards per hour.  

The smooth surface means that the wood is 

almost ready to use directly after the sawing.  

The thin saw cut and the high accuracy means 

that the wood recovery is as high as 80–85 % and 

combined with low operating cost gives a good 

economic result. Because of the high quality of 

the sawing wood my customers ask me what kind 

of sawing machine I use. I can’t think of better 

response for me or for the framesaw.”

Anders Assarsson from Svenshults Såg i Knäred.
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Låks Framesaw is excellent for small and medium sized sawmills with markets for pallets,  
construction wood and components for the furniture industry.

Låks Mekaniska AB 

P.O Box 82 | SE820 40 Järvsö | Sweden

Phone: +46651415 80 | Fax: +46651409 82

info@lakssagen.se | www.lakssagen.se

Agent


